
Cassoulet. Stew with history
This southern French stew is so famous that, despite the intense summer heat, you can still see sweating
tourists sitting in the alleys of Carcasonne's fortifications. But the hearty stew of the Occitania region is
worth trying regardless of the season. Like so many national dishes, cassoulet is originally a poor man's
meal. The list of ingredients is manageable: white beans, duck, bratwurst, bacon. The classic preparation in a
hand-made form, the cassole.

Castelnaudary. Epicenter of the Cassoulet
Castelnaudary, on the well-known Canal du Midi that connects Toulouse to the Mediterranean Sea, is the
epicenter for Cassoulet. A brotherhood "La Grande Confrérie du Cassoulet" takes care of the preservation of
the traditions. The brothers and meanwhile also sisters attach great importance to the use of regional
ingredients. We visit all suppliers of this French specialty, meet the president of the brotherhood and eat
cassoulet several times - but with pleasure and without sweat in wintry temperatures.

From the bean to the bouillon
Castelnaudary is one of the few regions in France where beans are grown. Known for its perfect cooking
behavior, the white lingot bean is grown in the Aude region. It is less attractive in terms of yield, but it is a
must for real cassoulet. The long cooking time in the oven gives the hearty stew its intense taste. The white
beans are soft at the end and are saturated with duck fat and chicken stock. On the surface, the beans are
crispy brown and full of roasted aromas. Further down in the cassole are bratwurst and parts of the breast
and leg of the duck. The meat bouillon is usually prepared the day before.

Other aspects: It's all a question of form: Poterie Not is a traditional company and produces the cassole in
the classic conical shape / a matter of honor: the brotherhood for the protection and preservation of
traditional cassoulets focuses on regional ingredients / the best restaurants for cassoulelt in Castelnaudary /
City on the legendary Canal du Midi / Summer, sun, cassoulet - the history of the stew / Travel tip Narbonne,
Carcasonne, Castelnaudary
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